Average reachability: A new metric to estimate epidemic growth considering the network structure and epidemic severity
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Abstract
It is a fundamental issue to find a small subset of individuals in a complex network such that their immunization (i.e. removal) minimizes epidemic growth in the network. Though some network topological metrics have been proposed to estimate the effect of individual immunization or epidemic growth of the network, none of them considered the severity of the current epidemic. This paper proposes a new metric, called average reachability (AR) to estimate epidemic growth in a network. AR incorporates infection rate of epidemics to make a trade-off between network local connectivity and global reachability. Moreover, we intend to generalize stochastic hill-climbing immunization (SHCI) algorithm to minimize network epidemic growth regarding all estimation criteria. SIR simulation on immunized networks shows that the combination of AR and SHCI results in minimal epidemic growth compared to immunization algorithms that minimize density or sum of square partitions.
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1 Introduction
Many real systems such as social interactions, internet, and so on can be modeled as complex networks. In such networks, nodes represent system components (e.g. people, computers, web pages, etc.) and edges represent the relationship between each pair of components (Gao et al., 2011; Zhang, 2012, 2018). The threat of epidemics spreading (e.g., infection, computer viruses, and rumors spreading) upon contact of infected nodes has resulted in the definition of the network immunization problem. Network immunization problem refers to identify a limited subset of nodes whose immunization results in minimal network's susceptibility (Aspnes et al., 2006a; Chai et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013).

During the last decade, many research have been conducted to develop new immunization strategies. These researches can be categorized into two groups: the first group, called targeted immunization that try to estimate individuals' roles in epidemic spreading. The family of targeted immunization algorithms first rank nodes based on an importance factor and then immunize b nodes with the highest priority (Gao et al., 2011; Hébert-Dufresne et al.,
where $b$ is the number of available resources for immunization. Several measures have been proposed to assess the node importance, such as node degree (Cohen et al., 2003; Dezső and Barabási, 2002; Holme et al., 2002; Hu and Tang, 2012; Zhang, 2012, 2018; Zhang and Zhan, 2011), betweenness (Chen et al., 2008; Holme et al., 2002; Salathé and Jones, 2010; Schneider et al., 2011; Zhang, 2016b), eigenvector (Restrepo et al., 2006; Zhang, 2018), PageRank (Miller and Hyman, 2007; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013), and, intercommunal centrality (Hébert-Dufresne et al., 2013; Masuda, 2009; Salathé and Jones, 2010; Yamada and Yoshida, 2012). Unlike advantages of targeted immunization algorithms over random immunization, their performance is still so far from optimal solution since nodes are greedily selected for immunization (Borgatti, 2006).

To address this shortcoming, the second family of immunization algorithms has been introduced based on optimization approach. These algorithms take advantage of relations between network topological properties and epidemics (Aspnes et al., 2006a; Chen et al., 2008; Funk et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Shams and Khansari, 2013; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013). A group of research has been conducted based on minimizing the largest connected component (LCC) of networks as an estimator of the worst-case epidemic (Chen et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Shams and Khansari, 2013). Moreover, a branch and bound immunization algorithm has been proposed to reduce the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of network which is inverse of network epidemic threshold (Peng et al., 2010). Some other researches emphasize on the fact that immunization algorithms should inoculate nodes whose removal minimize network density (Funk et al., 2010; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013) or sum of square partitions (SSP) (Aspnes et al., 2006a) which are important factors in network epidemic growth.

A recent study (Shams and Khansari, 2015) shows that the effectiveness of these algorithms highly relies on the severity of epidemics. Density-based algorithms are more effective in suppression of low-infection rate epidemics, and, LCC-based algorithms are more successful to control epidemics with high infection-rate. The reason is that they optimize a metric that cannot accurately estimate epidemic growth in all cases of epidemics. More clearly, density is an important factor in the case of low infection-rate epidemics, yet, size of connected component is getting a better estimator as infection-rate is increasing (Shams and Khansari, 2015).

Furthermore, these algorithms do not take into account the network connectivity structure, and, only consider the macroscopic properties such as the number of nodes (e.g., SSP, LCC) and edges (e.g. density). Intuitively, these metrics are not worthy estimators in different structure of networks. For instance, the number of infected individuals during a certain epidemic might be totally different in small-world and Scale-Free network with equal density and average degree (Shams and Khansari, 2015).

These shortcomings motivated us to introduce a new measure, called Average Reachability (AR), which calculates average epidemic growth by considering the infection rate of epidemics. Moreover, AR takes into account connectivity structure of network by computing a weighted average of nodes’ distance as a virtual measure of network connectivity.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We provide a unified theoretical framework to analyze the relations between network properties and epidemic growth at different levels of epidemic severity.
- We propose a new metric, called average reachability (AR), to estimate network epidemic growth. AR takes advantages of epidemic infection rate and distance to address the shortcomings of previous measures (i.e. network density and sum of square partitions)
- Stochastic hill-climbing immunization algorithm is generalized to optimize all criteria of epidemic growth including network density, sum of square partitions and average reachability.
- Our theoretical analysis is supported by numeric result of SIR simulation on immunized networks.
The subsequent materials of this paper are organized as follows: In section 2, theoretical analysis is provided to explain how network properties influence epidemic growth. In section 3, a general immunization algorithm is proposed to minimize all criteria for epidemic growth approximation. In section 4, simulation settings and numeric results are discussed. Finally, in section 5, we conclude the whole paper with points to the future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of nodes (i.e. size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Number of edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>Number of immunization resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Immunization solution (i.e. The set of nodes chosen by immunization algorithm for vaccination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G/S$</td>
<td>The residual network after removal of immunization resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Number of infected individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E[w]$</td>
<td>Expected number of infected individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W(i)$</td>
<td>Number of infected individuals if $i$ is the infection seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Infection rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_i$</td>
<td>Degree of $i$-th node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Network density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C(i)$</td>
<td>Size of the component containing $i$-th node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_j$</td>
<td>Size of $j$-th component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(i,j)$</td>
<td>The probability that infection is propagated to $j$-th node from $i$-th node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d(i,j)$</td>
<td>The distance between node $i$ and node $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>Sum of square partition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Average reachability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Approximation of Epidemic Growth Using Network Properties

Network epidemic growth is defined as the total number of infected individuals during an epidemic. Recently, several research have been conducted to estimate epidemic growth regarding network properties (Aspnes et al., 2006b; Danon et al., 2011; Funk et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Shams and Khansari, 2013, 2014; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013). Network density and sum of square partitions are the most important criteria. In case of single source of infection, the expected number of infected individuals (i.e. epidemic growth) is obtained by

$$E[W] = \sum_{i=1}^{N} W(i). f(i)$$

where $f(i)$ is the probability of initiating epidemic at node $i$, $W(i)$ is the expected number of infected individuals by node $i$ and $N$ is number of network vertices. Note that $f(i)$ is $1/N$ in case of uniformly random outbreak. Therefore, the expected number of infected individuals by node $i$ can be obtained by

$$E[W] = 1/N \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} W(i) \right)$$
In the following, we provide theoretical analysis on how $W(i)$ can be formulated using three different network metrics: density, sum of square partitions, and average reachability. Table 1 briefly introduces the mathematical notations.

### 2.1 Density
It is a known fact that the more neighbor a node has, the more likely it is to cause a large number of infected cases (Danon et al., 2011). We assume that an infected node can independently infect each of its neighbors with probability of $p(j) = \alpha$. The number of immediate infected individuals by node $i$ is obtained by

$$E(W(i)) = \sum_{j=1}^{k_i} p(j) \cdot 1 = \sum_{j=1}^{k_i} \alpha = k_i \alpha$$

where $k_i$ is degree of $i$th node. Therefore, Eq.2 is can be written as

$$E(W) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} E(W(i)) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_i \alpha = \frac{1}{N} \alpha \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_i$$

Since the total number of network edges is $E = 1/2 \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_i \right)$, we have

$$E(W) = \frac{2}{N} \alpha E = (N-1) \alpha \rho$$

where $\rho = E/(\binom{N}{2})$ is the network density. Eq.5 proves that all immunization algorithms have to reduce network density as an important factor in the growth rate of epidemics.

**Remark.1.** Given a Graph $G = (N, E)$ and number of immunization resources ($b$), immunization problem refers to the optimization problem of finding a subset of $b$ nodes whose removal minimize network density that is formulated in Eq.6

$$S_{opt} = \arg\min (\rho(G/S) | S \subseteq N \text{ and } |S| = b)$$

where $S$ is a subset of $b$ nodes, $G/S$ represent the residual network after removal of $S$, and $\rho(G/S)$ network density in $G/S$.

Though infection rate appears in Eq.5, it does not affect immunization algorithms. In other words, immunization algorithms should only minimize the network density regardless of the current epidemic as stated in Theorem.1.

**Theorem.1.** Immunization algorithms, optimizing Eq.5, obtain a specific solution for all epidemics regardless of their infection rate ($\alpha$). In other word. If $S_1$ is an optimal immunization solution for epidemic $e_1$ with $\alpha_1$, then $S_1$ is an optimal solution for epidemic $e_2$ with $\alpha_2 \neq \alpha_1$.

**Proof:** if $S_1$ is an optimal solution for $e_1$, then

- $\forall$ solution $S_i$, $E[W|S_i] \leq E[W|S_1] \Rightarrow$
- $\forall$ solution $S_i(N-1) \cdot \alpha_1 \cdot \rho(G/S_i) \leq (N-1) \cdot \alpha_1 \cdot \rho(G/S_i) \Rightarrow$
- $\forall$ solution $S_i \rho(G/S_i) \leq \rho(G/S_1) \Rightarrow$
- $\forall$ solution $S_i(N-1) \cdot \alpha_2 \cdot \rho(G/S_i) \leq (N-1) \cdot \alpha_2 \cdot \rho(G/S_1)$. 
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Hence, $S_1$ is optimal solution for $e_2$.

2.2 Sum of square partitions (SSP)

Though network density strongly influences epidemic growth, it only estimates the first waves of infected individuals and fails to estimate the number of infected individuals in long-term. To overcome this shortcoming, a new measure has been proposed based on connected components of networks (Aspnes et al., 2006b; Chen et al., 2008; Gallos et al., 2007; Hadidjojo and Cheong, 2011; Masuda, 2009; Niu et al., 2009; Restrepo et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013; Yamada and Yoshida, 2012; Yoshida and Yamada, 2012).

A network connected component is defined as a set of nodes which all are reachable from each other (Zhang, 2012, 2016a, 2018). Since there is no reachable path between components, the epidemic is suppressed in the component where it is started (Chen et al., 2008; Gallos et al., 2007; Hadidjojo and Cheong, 2011; Masuda, 2009; Niu et al., 2009; Restrepo et al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2011, 2012; Shams and Khansari, 2015; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013; Yamada & Yoshida, 2012; Yoshida and Yamada, 2012). Therefore, an infection seed $i$ can maximally infect all other nodes in the component contains $i$ (i.e. $C(i)$), and, as a consequence, $W(i)$ is lower than or equal $C(i)(E[W(i)] \leq |C(i)|)$. Hence, the expected number of infected individuals is obtained by

$$E[W] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} W(i) \leq 1/N \sum_{i=1}^{N} |C(i)|$$

(7)

where $C(i)$ is the size of connected component that contains node $i$.

As nodes have equal probability to initiate infection, the probability of an outbreak occurring in $j$-th component is obtained by $(|c_j|/N)$ where $|c_j|$ is size of $j$-th component and $N$ is network size. Therefore, the expected mean number of infected individuals (i.e. mean worst epidemic size) is $(1/N) \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} |c_j|^2$ called sum of square partition (Aspnes et al., 2006a).

$$E[W] \leq 1/N \sum_{i=1}^{N} C(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} |c_j| \cdot (|c_j|/N) = (1/N) \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} |c_j|^2 = SSP$$

(8)

where $N_c$ is the number of connected components in the network. According to Eq.8, sum of square partitions of the network is an upper bound for the estimated number of infected individuals.

Remark.3. Given a Graph $(G = (N, E))$ and number of immunization resources $(b)$, immunization problem refers to the optimization problem of finding a subset of $b$ nodes whose removal network sum of square partitions (SSP), as is formulated in Eq.9

$$S_{opt} = \arg \min \ (SSP(G/S)) |S \leq N \ and \ |S| = b)$$

(9)

where $S$ is a subset of $b$ nodes, $G/S$ represents the residual network after removal of $S$, and $SSP(G/S)$ sum of square partitions in $G/S$.

Note that all immunization algorithms minimizing SSP, converge to a unique solution regardless of epidemic severity since SSP does not rely on the infection rate (See Eq.8), and so on, the infection rate does not affect the optimal solution of Eq.9 just like Eq.6.
2.3 Average reachability (AR): A new criterion for network epidemic growth

Estimation of epidemic growth using aforementioned metrics are not precise since the network density only covers the immediate impact of infected nodes and SSP is an upper bound for the number of infected individuals. Moreover, there are two other motivations to define a new metric to estimate the number of infected individuals: First, current criteria neglect the epidemic parameters such as infection rate between two individuals. Clearly speaking, they estimate the same epidemic growth regardless of variations of infection rate for different type of epidemics such as influenza, smallpox, SARS. Second, previous metrics do not consider the connectivity structure of networks. In other word, they are not able to distinguish between networks with similar density and component size. For instance, in Fig.1, SSP gives a similar estimation of epidemic growth in all networks in spite of high connectivity and consequent epidemic growth of network (A). On the other hand, density cannot discriminate between networks (C) and (D), while, epidemic growth in network (C) is obviously more than network (B) and (D) due to its lower average distance.

![Diagram](image-url)

Fig. 1 Sample networks to illustrate shortcoming of density and SSP metrics in including infection rate and network connectivity. (A) Full graph. (B) Ring graph. (C) Star graph. (D) Line graph.

To address these shortcomings, we introduce a new measure to approximate the network epidemic growth (i.e. number of infected individuals). The new measure, called average reachability (AR(\(\alpha\))), calculate network epidemic growth with regards to infection rate of the epidemic (i.e. \(\alpha\)). Additionally, it is an implicit combination of network density and sum of square partitions.

Fig.1 sample networks to illustrate shortcoming of density and SSP metrics in including infection rate and network connectivity: (A) Full graph. (B) Ring graph. (C) Star graph. (D) Line graph.

Here, a more precise measure is introduced to estimate \(E[W(i)]\). In contrast to Eq.3 which only considers the transmission probability from a node to its neighbors, we calculate the transmission probability to all nodes of networks

\[
E[W(i)] = \sum_{j \neq i} P_{\alpha}(i,j)
\]  

(10)

where \(P_{\alpha}(i,j)\) is infection probability of node \(j\) by node \(i\).

Infection probability between node \(i\) and \(j\) depends on the length and number of paths between node \(i\) and node \(j\). Trivially, the probability that node \(i\) infect node \(j\) through the path with length of \(l\) is equal to \(\alpha^l\). As infection probability exponentially decreases when \(l\) increases, the shortest path between two nodes has the
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main impact on the value of infection probability between them. That is why shortest path-based immunization algorithms (e.g. between immunization) outperforms other network immunization algorithm.

Based on this fact and also, high computational complexity to find all connecting paths of node $i$ and $j$, we assume that viruses are only propagated upon the shortest path between nodes (Hadidjojo and Cheong, 2011; Schneider et al., 2011; Shams and Khansari, 2014, 2015). Therefore, $P_a(i,j)$ can be obtained by

$$P_a(i,j) = \alpha^d(i,j)$$

where $\alpha$ is the transmission probability over a link and $d(i,j)$ is the distance (i.e. the length of shortest path) between node $i$ and $j$. Obviously, $\alpha$ is lower than or equal to one. Therefore, the expected number of infected individuals in duration of epidemics is obtained by

$$AR(\alpha) = E[W] = (1/N) \sum_{i=1}^{N} W(i) = 1/N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \neq i} P_a(i,j)$$

where $i$ is the component containing node $i$.

$$AR(\alpha) = (1/N) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \neq i} \alpha^d(i,j)$$

which we call it average reachability (AR) and is simply calculated through Eq.13

AR converges to sum of square partitions when $\alpha \rightarrow 1$ as proved in Theorem.2. It makes sense due to the impact of infection rate on the epidemic reproduction number. In other words, high infection rate results in fast epidemic spreading through the whole network (Hartvigsen et al., 2007; Salathé and Jones, 2010; Shams and Khansari, 2015; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013). Therefore, immunization algorithms should fragment network to small-components such that the epidemic will be suppressed in one component and not be propagated to other components.

**Theorem 2.** Average reachability is equal to the sum of square partitions when $\alpha \rightarrow 1$.

**Proof:** It is well-established that the distance of nodes in two different components is infinite. Since $\lim_{d(i,j) \rightarrow \infty} \alpha^d(i,j) = 0$, inner summation of Eq.13 is limited to nodes in $C(i)$ (i.e. the component containing node $i$).

$$E[W] = \left(\frac{1}{N}\right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in C(i)} P(i,j)$$

Now, assuming $\alpha \rightarrow 1$, we have

$$\lim_{\alpha \rightarrow 1} E[W] = \left(\frac{1}{N}\right) \lim_{\alpha \rightarrow 1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in C(i)} \alpha^d(i,j) = \left(\frac{1}{N}\right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in C(i)} 1 = \left(\frac{1}{N}\right) \sum_{i=1}^{N} |C(i)|$$

As Eq.15 is equivalent of Eq.7, so its result will be $\left(\frac{1}{N}\sum_{j=1}^{N} |C_j|^2\right)$ which is sum of square partitions.

Moreover, AR converges to network density when $\alpha \rightarrow 0$ (See Theorem.3). In other words, weak epidemics are suppressed in the local neighborhood of infection seed as they die out in a short time. Therefore, local connectivity is more important than global reachability in case of small infection rate.

**Theorem 3.** Average reachability is reduced to network density when $\alpha \rightarrow 0$.

**Proof:** Average reachability sum up the distance (i.e. length of shortest path) between all pairs of the
nodes in the network. Therefore, AR takes into accounts the distance between each pair two times, Eq.13 can be written as

\[
E[W] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \neq i} \alpha^{d(i,j)} = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{L=1}^{L_{\text{max}}} \alpha^{L-1} \cdot N_L
\]  

(16)

where \( N_L \) is the number of shortest path with length \( L \) in the network and \( L_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum distance in the network.\( \frac{1}{\alpha} \), we have:

\[
l_{\alpha \rightarrow 0} E[W] = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{2}{N} \right) (N_1)
\]

(17)

where \( N_1 \) is number of shortest-paths with length one (i.e. numbers of edges in the network). Since \( \frac{1}{\alpha} \rightarrow \infty \), we have:

\[
l_{\alpha \rightarrow 0} E[W] = \frac{2}{N} E = (N-1)\rho \alpha
\]

(18)

where \( \rho = E/\binom{n}{2} \) is the network density. Note that as mentioned in Theorem.1, algorithms minimizing \((N-1)\rho \alpha \) are only required to minimize network density regardless of infection rate.

Remark.3. Given a Graph \((G = (N, E))\), infection rate \((\alpha)\), and number of immunization resources \((b)\), immunization problem refers to the optimization problem of finding a subset of \( b \) nodes whose removal minimizes the average reachability of network that is formulated in Eq.20

\[
S_{\text{opt}} = \arg \min \{ AR(G/S, \alpha) | S \subseteq N \text{ and } |S| = b \}
\]

(20)

where \( S \) is a subset of \( b \) nodes, \( \alpha \) is infection rate of the epidemic, \( G/S \) represent the residual network after removal of \( S \), and \( AR(G/S) \) average reachability in \( G/S \).

3 Stochastic Hill-Climbing Algorithm For Immunization Problem

Aspen et al. (2006a) proved that minimizing sum of square partition problem is reduced to a vertex cover problem which is NP-hard. Similarly, the problem of minimizing network density and average reachability can be proved to be NP-hard.

To solve these problems, we generalize previously proposed immunization algorithm, called SHCI, for minimizing the worst case epidemic-size (i.e. the largest connected component of network) (Shams and Khansari, 2013). SHCI first starts with a feasible random binary solution. The feasible solution is presented as a binary string \((S)\) in which \( S_i = 1 \) if \( i \)th node is immunized and \( S_i = 0 \) otherwise. Trivially, the number of 1’s should be equal to \( b \) where \( b \) is the number of immunization resources.

After initiating a random solution, we randomly select a node \( u \) among immunized group (i.e., \([i|S_i = 1]\)) and a node \( v \) from the other group (i.e., \([i|S_i = 1]\)). Then, fitness of solution (i.e., \( F(S,G,\alpha) \)) is recalculated in case of switching \( u \) and \( v \). If the new solution achieved higher fitness, the new values are accepted (See algorithm 1). Fitness of \( S(F(G,S,\alpha)) \) can be defined in any form of Eq.21, Eq.22, and Eq.23

\[
F_1(G,S,\alpha) = -\rho(G/\{i|S_i = 1\})
\]

(21)

\[
F_2(G,S,\alpha) = -SSP(G/\{i|s_i = 1\})
\]

(22)

\[
F_3(G,S,\alpha) = -AR(G/\{i|s_i = 1\}, \alpha)
\]

(23)

The immunization algorithms minimizing \( F_1(G,S,\alpha), F_2(G,S,\alpha) \), and \( F_3(G,S,\alpha) \) are represented by
D-SHCI, SSP-SHCI and AR-SHCI, respectively.

Table 2 Stochastic hill-climbing immunization algorithm (Algorithm 1).

Input: G: a network, k: number of immunization resources, t: stopping time steps

repeat
  generate a random candidate solution S from solution space, F:
  repeat
    choose a random bit u from immunized groups (|{i|S_i = 1}|)
    choose a random bit v from non-immunized groups (|{i|S_i = 0}|)
    ∆F = the difference of fitness function F(G,S,α) if the values of u and v are switched
    if ∆F ≥ 0 switch values of u and v in S
  until F has not changed for t iteration

4 Experiments and Results

To evaluate effectiveness of AR and stochastic hill-climbing algorithm, we run SIR model on several artificial networks and calculate the average fraction of infected individuals \( W \) on immunized networks with immunization rate \( V \in \{0.1,0.2, ..., 0.9\} \).

Table 3 Simulation settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemic Model</td>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>Infection rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Infection Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunization algorithms</td>
<td>D-SHCI</td>
<td>Immunization rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSP-SHCI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR-SHCI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
<td>Small-World (SW)</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale-Free (SF)</td>
<td>Average degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erdős-Rényi (ER)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Simulation settings

To evaluate immunization algorithms under different condition of epidemic severity, we simulate our SIR model at various infection rates \( α \in \{0.2,0.5,0.8\} \) indicating different severity levels (Shams and Khansari, 2015). We set infection Time equal to one in order to make emphasize on the impact of infection rate.

To simulate SIR model, we consider model presented by (Christley et al., 2005; Shams and Khansari, 2013, 2015). In SIR model, nodes are categorized as Susceptible (i.e. healthy but susceptible to subsequent infection), Infection and Infective (i.e. host and spreader of the virus), and Recovered (i.e. healthy and immune to subsequent infection). Initially, all nodes are susceptible. First, a random node is infected to initiate the epidemic. At each time step, every infected node will infect their susceptible neighbors with probability \( α \). Besides, an infected node will be recovered after \( T \) time steps. The procedure is iterated until there are no more infected nodes in the network (Christley et al., 2005; Shams and Khansari, 2013, 2015).
We generate several artificial networks in our experiments. These networks include Small-World (SW), Scale-Free (SF), and Erdös-Renyi (ER) networks of 100 nodes. To generate SW network, we use Watts-Strogatz algorithm (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) with switching probability of 0.01. SF networks are constructed based on the algorithm proposed in (Cho et al., 2009; Goh et al., 2001) with $\gamma = 2.5$. Finally, ER networks are generated using $G(n,m)$ implementation introduced in (Erdős and Rényi, 1959). Since network epidemic reproduction rate $R_0$ is highly related to the average number of immediate contacts (i.e. degree) to infected individuals (Hartvigsen et al., 2007; Shams and Khansari, 2015), we study the performance of algorithms while varying average degrees ($<d> \epsilon \{2, 4, \ldots, 10\}$).

Table 2 summarizes our simulation settings. Due to stochastic dynamics of network generation, immunization algorithms and epidemic model, we compute average fraction of infected individuals over 5 runs of SIR model on 5 runs of immunization algorithm and 5 runs of network generation. Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4 depict the performance of immunization algorithms in Small-World, Scale-Free, and, Erdös-Renyi networks, respectively.

4.2 Results

We plot the fraction of infected individuals ($W$) over fraction of vaccinated nodes $V$. In Small-World (SW) networks, AR-SHCI obviously outperforms other immunization algorithms (Fig. 2). It shows improvement up to 45% compared to SSP-SHCI and D-SHCI (e.g., Fig.2.O). SSP-SHCI performs. D-SHCI exhibits the worst performance in small-world network especially in case of high infection rate. That can be explained by homogenous degree distribution of network. More clearly, as all nodes have the same degree in small-world network, the fitness function of D-SHCI cannot differentiate the superiority of different solution, and, performs just like a random algorithm. This behavior has been also seen for degree immunization algorithms (Hu and Tang, 2012) that greedily minimize network density by removal of the nodes with higher degree (Shams and Khansari, 2015). On the other hand, SSP-SHCI performs as well as AR-SHCI in low average degree (e.g., Fig. 2 B), while, its performance is up to 35% lower than AR-SHCI in case of higher network density (e.g., Fig. 2 N). The reason is that SSP-SHCI minimizes sum of square partitions by fragmenting network to small component regardless of their internal connectivity. Therefore, it might result in highly dense components that are potentially fast epidemic spreading and high epidemic growth. The results emphasize on the fact that both network size and density have a great impact on epidemic growth. So, D-SHCI and SSP-SHCI that seek to focus on reduction of the network size or network density cannot individually minimize the epidemic growth.

Unlike Small-World networks, D-SHCI exhibits high performance in Scale-Free networks (Fig. 3). This result can be justified based on skewed and power-law degree distribution of Scale-Free networks (Barabási, 1999). Scale-free networks contain a small number of hub nodes connecting a large number of low-degree nodes. Accordingly, hub nodes play critical roles in network connectivity. Therefore, D-SHCI results in minimal network density and connectivity by removing hub nodes. As shown in Fig. 3. Col1, AR-SHCI and D-SHCI show higher performance in case of $\alpha = 0.2$ due to its short epidemic period. In other words, such epidemics are suppressed in neighborhood of initial seeds of infection. So an efficient immunization algorithm should minimize immediate impact of node infection (i.e. node degree) just like D-SHCI. Additionally, AR-SHCI makes more significance on close nodes in case of small $\alpha$ (See Theorem.3).

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of immunization algorithms on Erdös-Renyi (ER) networks. SSP-SHCI performs worse than other two immunization algorithms in case of $\alpha = 0.2$ and 0.5 (Fig. 4 Col1 and Col2). It can be explained in term of high percolation threshold of ER networks. In other word, a large fraction of nodes should be removed to fragment ER networks (Albert et al., 2000). Consequently, SSP-SHCI cannot reduce network epidemic growth by fragmentation. Therefore, an immunization algorithm is required to consider internal connectivity of component. Hence, AR-SHCI and D-SHCI could reduce network epidemic up to 25%
compared to SSP-SHCI (e.g., Fig. 4 J). On the other hand, SSP-SHCI performs better than D-SHCI in case \( \alpha = 0.8 \) (Fig 3. Col3). This can be justified by Theorem 2 which emphasizes the fact that epidemic growth is strongly related to the size of network component when \( \alpha \rightarrow 1 \). Therefore, the immunization algorithms that minimize the size of component (e.g., SSP-SHCI) outperform other immunization algorithms.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we provided theoretical analysis of epidemic growth and immunization with regards to network properties. A new metric, called average reachability (AR), was proposed to give better estimation of network epidemic growth. AR incorporates epidemic infection rate which has not been addressed with previous measures. AR is a metric which estimates epidemic growth based on shortest paths among nodes. Though this approach ignores some available information about other paths, it is still reliable as infection probability exponentially decreases as paths get longer and so, the value of infection probability over shortest paths is dominant over that value over other paths.

Additionally, it should be noted that AR makes a trade-off between local connectivity and global reachability with regard to epidemic infection rate. AR emphasize on the local connectivity in case of weak epidemics in order to reduce immediate impact of infection. On the other hand, it considers network global reachability in case of severe epidemics which are disseminated to the whole networks rapidly. Theoretical analysis was provided to demonstrate generality of AR compared to other network metrics (i.e., density and sum of square partitions).

Furthermore, stochastic hill-climbing immunization was generalized to optimize all evaluation criteria. Immunization algorithm was called D-SHCI, SSP-SHCI and AR-SHCI regarding their objective function. Generally, experimental results show that SCHI algorithm could converge to the global optimum as its performance slightly over in different runs. Moreover, SIR simulation on immunized network showed that AR-SHCI exhibits the best performance in all networks and all infection rate. SSP-SHCI shows better performance in case of severe epidemics, while, D-SHCI shows better performance in case of weak epidemics. The high performance of AR-SHCI in Small-World networks suggests its high efficiency in modular networks. D-SHCI performs similar to AR-SHCI in Scale-Free networks. Therefore, D-SHCI is more recommended in these networks due to its lower time complexity.

For future work, average reachability can be used as an evaluation metric to compare efficiency of immunization algorithms in various networks and epidemics. Moreover, it is valuable to propose a new immunization algorithm for optimizing AR. Finally, introducing a more accurate measure regarding infection rate and other epidemic parameters such as infection time, could be a new research line.
Fig. 2 Fraction of infected individuals ($W$) over fraction of immunized nodes ($V$) in Small-World networks.
Fig. 3 Fraction of infected individuals (W) over fraction of immunized nodes (V) in Scale-Free networks.
Fig. 4 Fraction of infected individuals ($W$) over fraction of immunized nodes ($V$) in Erdős-Rényi networks.
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